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INTRODUCTION
Dracula is the founder of one of the finest families in the world. As a vampire 

yourself, Dracula is both Boss and unGodlyfather. When Dracula asks a favour, you 
know those are Boss’s Orders. Do not disappoint him, not now on the night before his 

daughter’s wedding. Drinks will be served, or heads may roll.

Players must use their superior vampire abilities to capture unsuspecting humans, but Players must use their superior vampire abilities to capture unsuspecting humans, but 
the night can be dangerous… even for a vampire. Some would-be meals have a 
tendency to fight back. When dawn approaches, whoever has captured the most  

valuable targets on Dracula’s Drink-List wins.
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SET-UP
Choose four Street tiles, either randomly or purposely, and lay them out as 
shown on the following page. Note: When using the Main Street tile, place the 
duplicate Main Street tile next to it. Both Main Street tiles count as two Street 
tiles, but only as one Street. Also, place one Vigilant token on the Vigilant Street.

Place the Pedestrian deck between the Street tiles.Place the Pedestrian deck between the Street tiles. en draw one Pedestrian 
card per Street tile and it lay it on the tile face-down.

Set-up the Sky deck as follows: (1) Shuffle either all Night cards or Full Moon Set-up the Sky deck as follows: (1) Shuffle either all Night cards or Full Moon 
Night cards together, and randomly remove the desired amount of cards from the 
game. ese cards represent the top of the deck. (2) Place one Dawn Approaches 
card on the bottom of the existing deck. (3) Shuffle all remaining Dawn 
Approaches cards together with the Cloudy card, and randomly remove the 
desired amount of cards from the game. ese cards represent the bottom of the 
deck. (4) Shuffle the Sunlight card into the bottom of the deck. (5) Place the top 
of the deck on the bottom of the deck.of the deck on the bottom of the deck.

Shuffle the Order cards together and place it near the Streets. Draw two Order 
cards per player and lay them next to the Order deck.

Shuffle the Vampire Ability deck together and place it near the Streets.

Each player chooses a Vampire card, either randomly or purposely (optional).

Draw five Vampire Ability cards per player. Player hand-limit is five cards. 
Note: Playing as a specific Vampire may adjust player hand-limits. Reshuffle all 
Midnight Stroll cards back in the deck if they are in a player’s hand.

Place all Vigilant tokens and Wound tokens near the Streets.8
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HOW TO PLAY
At the beginning of each round, draw one Sky card and respond accordingly. e 
player who most recently watched a vampire movie goes first. In clockwise order, 
each player takes their turn individually.

During a turn, players may attempt to attack all Pedestrian cards on a specific Street During a turn, players may attempt to attack all Pedestrian cards on a specific Street 
tile by revealing all Pedestrian cards on that Street tile and playing Vampire Ability 
cards with an Attack-Value that meets or exceeds the Pedestrian card’s Attack-Value. 
Pedestrian cards must be attacked individually. In the event that there are multiple 
Pedestrian cards, remaining Attack-Values do not carry over to the next Pedestrian 
card. Also, players can only attack Prey and Familiars if there are no Protectors on 
the same Street tile, and players can only attack Protectors if there are no Predators 
on the same Street tile. If the attack is successful, take the Pedestrian card(s) for on the same Street tile. If the attack is successful, take the Pedestrian card(s) for 
Victory Points and claim one matching Order card for each claimed Pedestrian card, if 
available. For example, if a Pedestrian card has O+ blood, take an Order card that also 
has O+ blood if it is available. If the attack is unsuccessful, take one Wound token 
regardless of how many Pedestrian cards attacked the player and place one Vigilant 
token on the Street tile, unless otherwise stated.

e player has 
Attack-Value: 5 and 
the Pedestrian has 
Attack-Value: 4. e 
player defeats the 
Pedestrain.
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HOW TO PLAY
Players may play Vampire Ability cards at any time, even when it is not their turn. 
However, when a player is attacking Pedestrian cards, that player may only play cards 
with an Attack-Value against the Pedestrian cards.

Players may perform an attack more than once during their turn if they dare. Players may perform an attack more than once during their turn if they dare. 
Alternatively, players can also choose not to perform an attack during their turn, 
unless a card forces them to perform an attack.

Just before the end of the active player’s turn, they must draw Pedestrian cards and 
place one facedown in each empty card slot on each Street tile until all of the card 
slots are full.

en the active player may discard as many cards as they wish, and draw up to their en the active player may discard as many cards as they wish, and draw up to their 
hand-limit which is usually five cards. In the event that the player has more cards than 
their hand-limit, they do not have to discard their cards, but they cannot draw more 
cards because they have exceeded their hand-limit.

Once the active player has drawn cards up to their hand-limit, their turn is over and it 
is the next player’s turn. When every player has had a turn, the round is over and a 
new round begins.

e game continues until all revealed Order cards have been claimed by players, when e game continues until all revealed Order cards have been claimed by players, when 
the Sunlight card from the Sky deck is revealed, or if all four Street tiles have three 
Vigilant Tokens each.
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VAMPIRE ABILITY CARDS
Each player has a hand-limit of fiveEach player has a hand-limit of five Vampire Ability cards. Note: If players are 
playing with Vampire cards, specific Vampires have different hand-limits. Players can 
play as many Vampire Ability cards as they like during their turn. When a player’s 
turn is over, the player can discard as many Vampire Ability cards as they wish, and 
then draw up to their hand-limit of five Vampire Ability cards. In the event that the 
player has more cards than their hand-limit, they do not have to discard their cards, 
but they cannot draw more cards because they have exceeded their hand-limit.

VVampire Ability cards with an Attack-Value can only be played by the active player 
when they are actively attacking one or more Pedestrian cards in the Streets. 
Furthermore, during an attack, the active player cannot play Vampire Ability cards 
that do not have an Attack-Value. All other Vampire Ability cards (Vampire Ability 
cards without an Attack-Value) can be played by any player at any time, unless 
otherwise stated. e Vampire Ability card, Midnight Stroll, must be played 
immediately after it is drawn from the deck.
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PEDESTRIAN CARDS
Pedestrian cards state the Pedestrian’s Blood-Type, and their Attack-Value (which is 
also their Victory Points Value). Some Pedestrian cards may have a symbol in the 
lower left-corner which indicates that you need to add another Pedestrian card to the 
same Street tile once revealed. Some Pedestrian cards also contain a Special Ability in 
the center of the card. If so, simply respond to the Special Ability accordingly.

When a Pedestrian card is facedown, the card will indicate whether the Blood-When a Pedestrian card is facedown, the card will indicate whether the Blood-Type is 
A, B, AB, or O. However, it does not specify whether it is A+ or A- Blood, as an 
example. is represents that the vampires can smell the Blood group, but cannot 
determine whether it is RhD positive or negative. Players will find that this superior 
vampiric ability is quite valuable when determining who to attack, especially if there 
are revealed Order cards that specify Blood-Types.

If a player successfully attacks a Pedestrian, they claim it forIf a player successfully attacks a Pedestrian, they claim it for Victory Points. If a 
Vampire had to bite a claimed Pedestrian, place the card face-down to indicate the 
bite.
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Street tiles represent the hunting grounds for 
the Vampires. Each Street tile has an ability 
that is in effect for the duration of the game. 
During a turn, the active player will choose 
which Street tile to choose as their hunting 
grounds and will attack the Pedestrian card(s) 
on that tile. e active player can attack 
several Street tiles during their turn if they several Street tiles during their turn if they 
wish, or can choose to not attack anywhere.

STREET TILES

VAMPIRE CARDS
Players have the option to play as a specific vampire with a unique special ability. 
ese abilities are in effect during the entire game and only apply to the individual 

player. Vampires have a Wound reshold of three Wound tokens, and when they gain 
three Wound tokens, they are eliminated from the game. Players can choose to either 
randomly or purposely select a Vampire card to play.
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SKY CARDS
Sky cards represent the passage of time during the night. When it is night, vampires 
are free to hunt pedestrians. When the sunlight card is drawn, the game is over and all 
players still in the Streets are killed by the sunlight. ose players have lost the game. 
See Set-Up to determine how to form the Sky deck. Players must reveal the top Sky 
deck card at the beginning of each round.

If the current Sky card states that it is still Night, continue gameplay as normal.If the current Sky card states that it is still Night, continue gameplay as normal. e 
first Dawn Approaches card drawn warns the players that sunlight could come at 
anytime because that card was randomly shuffled into the remainder of the Sky deck 
during Set-Up.  From this point on, at the end of each round, players must inform 
each other whether they are choosing to stay in the Streets or not before taking their 
turn. If players decide to leave, they deliver their captured pedestrians to Dracula and 
are now out of the game. If players decide to stay, then they play during the next 
round and have the opportunity to win moreround and have the opportunity to win more Victory Points. However, if they decide 
to stay in the Streets and the Sunlight card is revealed, they have been killed by 
sunlight and have lost the game.
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ORDER CARDS
Order cards represent Dracula’s Hit-List. Order cards refer to either a specific 
Blood-Type, such as A+ Blood, or a specific type of Pedestrian, such as a Police 
Officer or a Tourist. When a Pedestrian card is successfully attacked, the player claims 
one Order card that matches the Pedestrian, if one is available. e game immediately 
ends when all revealed Order cards have been claimed.

In the event that the player defeats a Pedestrian card and several Order cards match In the event that the player defeats a Pedestrian card and several Order cards match 
the Pedestrian, such as in the example below, the player only chooses one Order card 
to claim. All Order cards are worth an additional 3 Victory Points as indicated in the 
lower-right corner.
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VIGILANT TOKENS
If an attack against one or more Pedestrian cards on a Street tile is not successful, a 
Vigilant token must be placed on that Street tile. Vigilant tokens represent pedestrians 
being more on guard because they are aware that there is trouble in that area. Each 
Vigilant token gives Attack: +1 to each Pedestrian card on that Street tile.

If a Street tile gains threeIf a Street tile gains three Vigilant tokens, Dracula has determined that it is too 
dangerous for vampires to work in that street. As a result, players cannot choose to go 
to that Street tile for the remainder of the game.

If all four Street tiles have three Vigilant tokens each, the game is over. Players will 
then calculate Victory Points to determine the winner.

WOUND TOKENS
Players must take one Wound token each time they unsuccessfully attack one or more 
Pedestrian cards on a Street tile. If players have three Wounds tokens, they have been 
killed and they lose the game. Vampires may remove one Wound token if they use the 
Bite Vampire Ability card on a Pedestrian card.
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GAME VARIANT SUGGESTIONS
To remove the mechanic of Player Elimination during gameplay, instead of a Vampire 
being eliminated when they reach their maximum Wound threshold, they may miss a 
turn to heal (remove all of the Wound tokens).

For easier gameplay, do not use Vigilant tokens.

Players may choose to either not use the Sky deck, or the Order deck, during a game.

For a new gameplay experience, adjust the number of Street tiles used in the game.For a new gameplay experience, adjust the number of Street tiles used in the game.

SCORING VICTORY POINTS
When the game is over, it is time for each player to score their Victory Points to 
determine the winner. Each player calculates the Attack-Value written on each 
Pedestrian card and the Value on each claimed Order card. Face-down Pedestrian 
cards were bitten and are worth half of their Attack-Value in Victory Points (rounded 
down). Whoever has the highest amount of Victory Points wins.

If there is a tie, the player with the most claimed Order cards is the winneIf there is a tie, the player with the most claimed Order cards is the winner. If players 
are still tied, the player with the fewest Wound tokens is the winner. If players are still 
tied after determining Wound tokens, then all tied players win.

All players who have been killed because they have three or more Wound tokens, and 
all players who have been killed by sunlight, have lost the game and have zero 
Victory Points.
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FULL MOON VARIANT
Werewolves are a deadly threat to vampires on any given night, but they are even 
deadlier during a full moon because they are stronger and they roam around in greater 
numbers.

Set-Up:Set-Up: When building the Sky deck, use the Full Moon Night cards instead of the 
regular Night cards. en shuffle all eight Werewolf cards, instead of four, into the 
Pedestrian deck.

Special Rules:Special Rules: When a Full Moon Sky card is active, all Werewolf cards must be 
successfully attacked twice in order to defeat them. Players can keep track of 
successes by placing Wound tokens on the card. ese wounds do not heal. When a 
Werewolf gains two Wound tokens, claim the card. Also, when a Rainy Full Moon 
Night Sky card is active, werewolves gain the Ambush Ability. Werewolves are not 
affected by the Dawn Approaches and Cloudy Sky cards because the power of the Full 
Moon has weakened.
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